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ABSTRACT
Aims. This study aims to explore the relation between the physical properties of different galaxy sub-classes, from red passive to

blue star-forming, and their environment. Our work is based on the analysis of 31 631 galaxies from the VIMOS Public Extragalactic
Redshift Survey (VIPERS), observed at 0.5 < z < 0.9. The unprecedented volume of VIPERS and the wealth of auxiliary derived
data allow us to associate sub-classes of the main galaxy populations with their possibly different evolutionary paths. This is the first
time such a study is performed with such statistical precision.
Methods. We use the results of an unsupervised clustering algorithm to distinguish 11 subclasses of VIPERS galaxies, based on the
multi-dimensional feature space, defined by rest-frame UV to NIR colours. We investigate the relationship between the properties
of these sub-classes of galaxies and their local environment, defined as the galaxy density contrast, δ, derived from the fifth nearest
neighbour technique.
Results. We confirm that the galaxy population-density relation is already in place at z ∼ 0.9, with the blue galaxy fraction decreasing
with density, compensated by an increase in the red fraction. We demonstrate how the properties of red, green, and blue galaxy
subclasses are altered as they assemble into denser regions, and we attempt to interpret this in the context of their evolution. On
average, red galaxies in the high-density environment are larger by 28% than those in low-density environments. In particular, we
find one group of galaxies, sub-class C3, whose increase of size with time can be explained mainly as the result of mergers; for
other red subclasses, mergers would not seem to play the major role (subclass C2) or would play a negligible role (sub-class C1).
The properties of the green galaxies (sub-classes C4–6) depend on whether their stellar mass is above or below a transition mass,
log(Mstar /M ) = 10.6. Low-mass green (9.5 . log(Mstar /M ) . 10.6) galaxies appear to have grown through secular processes, while
in high-mass (10.6 . log(Mstar /M ) . 11.5) green galaxies, mass assembly appears to be dominated by mergers. When it comes
to blue galaxies, the trend of decreasing fraction with denser environments seen for the group as a whole (sub-classes C7–11) is
found to be driven mostly by one (the most numerous) group of galaxies; sub-class C10. These are compact low-mass galaxies with
high, specific star formation rates, which are preferentially found in low-density environments. However, the remaining blue galaxies
(sub-classes C7–9) are larger and appear in denser environments than galaxies within C10.
Key words. galaxies: evolution – galaxies: stellar content – galaxies: groups: general

1. Introduction
In the paradigm of hierarchical structure formation, the evolution of the primordial density field acting under gravitational instability drives dark matter to cluster and collapse into
virialised objects (haloes). Such haloes provide the potential
wells into which baryons fall and galaxies subsequently form
?
Catalog of the galaxies with their class is only available at the CDS
via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/666/A131

(White & Rees 1978). Since we observe different populations of
galaxies (spiral, elliptical, irregular) and we know that their distribution in the large scale structure is not random, we can expect
the local galaxy density field and/or the properties of the host
dark matter halo to influence the evolution of galaxy properties.
There are two main possible external factors that affect the evolution of galaxies in the large-scale structure of the Universe:
properties of the host dark matter halo (its mass and angular
momentum) and interactions with other galaxies. The importance of these two factors is often discussed in the context of
A131, page 1 of 15
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the so-called nature vs nurture scenario, where nature corresponds to host dark matter halo properties (Eggen et al. 1962)
and nurture to the interactions with other surrounding galaxies
(e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1972). It seems to be already clear that
the galaxy evolution was driven by a mixture of both factors (e.g.
Peng et al. 2010). However, the role of these factors in the evolution of particular populations of galaxies and timescales of the
corresponding processes are not yet clear.
Studying relations between the morphology and environment of galaxies in the local Universe, Dressler (1980) found
that most elliptical galaxies are located in the densest environments, such as groups and clusters, whereas most spiral galaxies
are found in less dense areas. The morphological segregation
of galaxies by density appears to be a universal characteristic of galaxy populations (e.g. Balogh et al. 1997; Lewis et al.
2002; Hogg et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2004). Such segregation was confirmed later also beyond the local Universe
(e.g. Cucciati et al. 2006, 2017; Tasca et al. 2009; Scoville et al.
2013; Malavasi et al. 2017; Moutard et al. 2018; Laigle et al.
2018; Paulino-Afonso et al. 2019; Sazonova et al. 2020).
The morphology-density relation is tightly correlated with
colour (e.g. Poggianti et al. 2008; Skibba et al. 2009; Bait et al.
2017). The existence of such correlations suggests a transformation both in colour and morphology for galaxies in
different environments. Up to at least z ∼ 2.5 massive,
bright, red, passive early-type galaxies tend to be more clustered and located in denser environments, while the reverse
is true for galaxies that have lower mass, are fainter,
bluer, and star-forming (e.g. Cooper et al. 2007; Dressler et al.
1997; Tasca et al. 2009; Chuter et al. 2011; Andreon 2020;
Sazonova et al. 2020; Gu et al. 2021). However, colour- and
morphology-selected samples are not equal; whilst spirals are
mostly blue galaxies and ellipticals are mostly red, a significant fraction of spiral galaxies are red, and many ellipticals
are blue (∼30%, ∼10%, respectively; Smethurst et al. 2022, and
references therein). Moreover, the environmental transformation
seems to proceed faster from blue to red than the transformation from spiral to elliptical galaxies (e.g. Bamford et al. 2009;
Bolzonella et al. 2010).
The morphology-colour-density relation suggests the key
role of the environment in regulating the morphological transformation of galaxies accompanied by quenching of their star
formation. It is shown in the literature that the number of galaxies and the total stellar mass within the passive galaxy population has grown at least by a factor of two from z ∼ 1 to
z ∼ 0 (e.g. Bell et al. 2004; Faber et al. 2007). During this process, passive galaxies reveal little or no star formation activity (e.g. Siudek et al. 2017; Sánchez et al. 2019). This implies
that, at some point, there should occur a transition of galaxies from the blue star-forming to the red passive population via
star formation quenching. Green (intermediate) galaxies are considered to be in transit between blue star-forming and red passive galaxies, and their limited number has been interpreted as
a consequence of a fast transformatio n process from the former to the latter (e.g. Krywult et al., in prep.; Bell et al. 2004;
Schiminovich et al. 2007; Moutard et al. 2016a), or of rejuvenation events (Thomas et al. 2010) from recent infall of the gas.
The observed rich panoply of green galaxy morphologies and
physical properties suggest the existence of multiple quenching
channels (Faber et al. 2007; Moutard et al. 2016a; Pacifici et al.
2016; Siudek et al. 2018a,b) demanding both internal and external processes (e.g. Mahoro et al. 2017; Kelvin et al. 2018).
Taking into account all the complex theories listed above,
which do not exhaust all possibilities, dividing galaxies into only
A131, page 2 of 15

two (or three) broad galaxy populations may not be sufficient
for comprehensive studies of all aspects of environmental influence on galaxy evolution. Within one galaxy population, there
may exist differences in their properties that can be explained
by the various mass assembly pathways of blue star-forming
and red passive galaxies. For instance, blue galaxies show an
intrinsic scatter in the star formation rate-stellar mass relation
(e.g. Guo et al. 2013; Matthee & Schaye 2019). Attributing such
a scatter to the existence of different sub-classes may reveal the
interplay between the various processes that shape how galaxies evolve. This thought led to the idea of adopting methods
able to select classes of galaxies, taking into consideration many
parameters, and not only the morphology and/or the rest-frame
colours, or their estimated star formation activity. In this context,
the unsupervised clustering methods can be a valuable approach.
The VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS)
provides a unique opportunity for environmental studies at intermediate redshifts (0.5 < z < 1.2), through a combination of its
large volume coverage (comparable to the 2dFGRS in the local
Universe) and a well-defined sample of almost 90 000 galaxies,
whose global properties and local environments are known. Such
large samples are needed to permit the division into multiple statistically representative galaxy sub-populations, which can then
be studied and compared. In this paper, we use VIPERS to provide a representative sample of galaxies at z ∼ 0.7. This unique
sample ensures a large number and variety of sources, and provides the multi-wavelength coverage needed to quantify the correlation with the environment. The multi-wavelength coverage
of VIPERS and a wealth of auxiliary data were already used to
define 11 different sub-classes of galaxies, based on their UVto-NIR colours (Siudek et al. 2018a, hereafter S1; see Sect. 2.4).
For each VIPERS galaxy, a well-defined environment estimate
is available (Cucciati et al. 2017), which was already used to
study the environmental effects on the galaxy stellar mass function (Davidzon et al. 2016) and the environment-size relation
(Gargiulo et al. 2019).
This paper aims to explore the relationships between different galaxy sub-populations and their environment at z ∼ 0.7.
Our first aim is to show the fraction-density relation for the full
galaxy population seen by VIPERS. As a next step, we select
(sub)populations that appear promising for more in-depth analysis, which allows the mass-density degeneracy to be broken.
In this way, we intend to provide both a possibly comprehensive picture of galaxy type-density dependence at z > 0.5, as
a starting point, in order to identify galaxy types whose evolutionary paths can be studied in further detail with these or
future data. This paper concentrates on relations of the galaxy
types defined based on their rest-frame colours; a definition
obtained by an automated classification algorithm that combines
12 rest-frame magnitudes from UV to NIR and local environmental density. Consequently, as our classification was based on
colours, the VIPERS galaxy population-density relation reflects
the colour rather than the morphology dependence, although the
morphological labels are recreated with the accuracy of 0.95 (see
Sect. 2.5).
The paper is organised in the following way: in Sect. 2 we
present the VIPERS data sample. Section 3 presents the environmental dependence of the fraction of the three main galaxy
classes (red, green, and blue). In Sect. 4, we present results for
different sub-classes, and we discuss the environmental dependence of red, green, and blue sub-classes in Sects. 5–7, respectively. The summary is presented in Sect. 8. Throughout this
paper the cosmological framework with Ωm = 0.30, ΩΛ = 0.70,
and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 is assumed.
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2. Data and sample selection
The data used in this paper are taken from the VIPERS
(Scodeggio et al. 2018). VIPERS is a European South Observatory (ESO) large programme performed by the VIMOS spectrograph (VIMOS, Le Fèvre et al. 2003). VIPERS provided
spectroscopic redshifts (zspec ), spectra, and a full photometrically selected parent catalogue for 86 775 galaxies limited to
iAB ≤ 22.5 mag over a total area of ∼23.5 deg2 within the
W1 (15.7 deg2 ) and W4 (7.8 deg2 ) fields of the Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope Legacy Survey Wide (CFHTLS-Wide). A
detailed description of the survey can be found in Guzzo et al.
(2014), and Scodeggio et al. (2018). The data reduction pipeline
and redshift quality system are described by Garilli et al. (2014).
In addition to the spectroscopic information, the VIPERS data
value is enhanced by important ancillary information. In particular, morphological parameters are derived by Krywult et al.
(2017) and local galaxy densities are measured by Cucciati et al.
(2017).
2.1. The physical properties

The physical properties and absolute magnitudes of galaxies
were derived from the spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting
based on u, g, r, i, and z fluxes from the CFHTLS T0007 release,
far-ultraviolet (FUV) and near-ultravilolet (NUV) measurements
from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer, near-infrared K s band from
the Wide-field InfraRed Camera, and K from the VISTA Deep
Extragalactic Observations survey. The fitting process was performed with the usage of zspec , with a grid of stellar population models. The detailed description of the physical parameters
(absolute magnitudes, stellar masses, Mstar , and star formation
rates, SFR) for the VIPERS sample used in the following analysis can be found in Moutard et al. (2016a). Thanks to the multiwavelength VIPERS coverage, in the SED fitting we take into
account stellar emission, attenuation, and re-emission of stellar emission by interstellar dust, which allows us to robustly
recreate the shapes of SEDs. The dependency of the absolute
magnitudes on the template library is minimised by using the
observed magnitude in the band closest to the redshifted absolute
magnitude filter, unless the closest apparent magnitude had an
error > 0.3 mag (see Appendix A.1 in Ilbert et al. 2006). Moreover, we are using spectroscopic redshifts, so the physical degeneracies in the redshift-colour space are absent.
2.2. The effective radius

The structural parameters were derived by fitting point spread
function (PSF)-convolved Sérsic profiles to the observed i-band
CFHTLS-Wide images (Krywult et al. 2017). The fits were performed with GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002), which provides the
circularised effective radius, Re . The accuracy of the derived
parameters was tested on simulated galaxies based on CFHTLS
images, returning the uncertainties in Re measurements at the
level of 4.4% (12%) for 68% (95%) of the VIPERS sample. A
detailed description of the VIPERS morphological parameters
can be found in Krywult et al. (2017).
2.3. The environment

As a measure of the environment, we use the VIPERS local density contrast, δ, computed by Cucciati et al. (2017) and defined
as:
δ(RA, Dec, z) = [ρ(RA, Dec, z) − hρ(z)i]/hρ(z)i.

(1)

Here, ρ(RA, Dec, z) is the local density of the tracer centred at
the galaxy (RA, Dec, z), and hρ(z)i is the mean density at the
tracer’s redshift z. The density field is computed using a cylinder
with a half-length of ±1000 km s−1 and the radius equal to the
distance of the fifth nearest neighbour, defined using a subsample
of galaxies that trace the density field (tracers).
Tracers were selected from a volume-limited sample that
included galaxies with spectroscopic and photometric redshifts.
Tracers were selected to satisfy MB ≤ (−20.4 − z), which yields
a comoving number density that does not evolve, and therefore
is not affected by discreteness effects that change with redshift
(Cucciati et al. 2017). With this luminosity limit, the tracer (and
our) sample is complete up to z = 0.9. A detailed description
of the measurements method and environment properties can be
found in Cucciati et al. (2014, 2017).
2.4. Galaxy populations

In S1, we selected 52 114 VIPERS objects with the highest confidence (>90%) of redshift measurements and performed their
classification into 12 clusters based on the unsupervised machine
learning algorithm known as Fisher expectation maximisation
(FEM; Bouveyron & Brunet 2011). The FEM method implements a clustering approach called the discriminative latent mixture (DLM) model. It is based on dimensionality reduction as
it assumes that data are located in a common low-dimensional
latent space. The FEM algorithm iteratively estimates both the
discriminative subspace and the parameters of the DLM model.
This ensures that improvements to the estimated parameters of
the model are adaptive and that the clustering uses only the
most important information encoded within the input features.
The feature space was defined by spectroscopic redshifts and
12 rest-frame ultraviolet-through-near-infrared magnitudes normalised to the i-band magnitude. The optimal number of clusters
was determined using the integrated completed likelihood criterion (ICL; Biernacki et al. 2000), complemented by the physical interpretation of data flow and the properties of clusters.
The model revealed substructures in the bimodal colour distribution of galaxies, distinguishing sub-populations of red, green,
and blue galaxies. In S1 we verified the ability of FEM to recognise a naturally defined separation in multi-dimensional space,
to mirror different mass assembly paths. This new categorisation
allowed us to distinguish sub-classes for red, green, and blue
galaxy populations, and an additional class of broad-line active
galactic nuclei (AGNs), which is discussed in Siudek et al. (in
prep.). In the following part, the definition of the red, green,
and blue galaxy populations relies on our FEM classification.
The red population consists of sub-classes 1–3 (hereafter C1–3),
the green population gathers sub-classes 4–6 (hereafter C4–6),
and the blue population is created by sub-classes 7–11 (hereafter
C7–11).
In particular, sub-classes C1–3 host the reddest spheroidalshape galaxies that show no sign of star formation activity and are dominated by old stellar populations (as testified
by their strong 4000 Å breaks). The inhomogeneity among
red sub-classes is expressed mainly in their stellar content
traced by UV colours, revealing star formation activity from
young hot stars among C3 (see Fig. 2d in Siudek et al. 2018a,
and Sect. 5.3). Sub-classes C4–6 host intermediate galaxies whose physical properties, such as colours, sSFR, stellar
masses, sizes, and shapes, are intermediate relative to red and
blue galaxies. These intermediate galaxies have more concentrated light profiles and lower gas contents than blue galaxies, as per observations of green galaxies in the local Universe
A131, page 3 of 15
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out different clusters (galaxy sub-classes). In particular, we discussed the comparison between morphological properties: Sérsic
index (Sérsic 1963); physical properties: Mstar , SFR; and spectral properties: 4000 Å break, D4000, equivalent width of OII
line, EW(OII)λ3727, of different sub-classes. This paper shows
how the environment varies among the sub-classes of red, green,
and blue galaxies, and how they can be connected to different
quenching channels.
2.5. The morphological classification

Fig. 1. NUVrK diagram of the VIPERS galaxies classified into 11 subclasses. The median colours of sub-classes are marked with points. The
error bars correspond to the 25th and the 75th percentile range of the
galaxy colour distribution. The size of ellipses correspond to the normalised median absolute deviation. Galaxies classified as red (C1–3)
are separated from the blue galaxies (C7–11) by the solid black line as
proposed by Davidzon et al. (2016). Green galaxies (C4–6) are located
in between red and blue populations.

(Schiminovich et al. 2007; Schawinski et al. 2014). In particular,
the colours of galaxies within C4 suggest that they are dust-free
transition galaxies, whereas galaxies within C5 correspond to
dustier galaxies, and C6 gathers very dusty star-forming galaxies, potentially edge-on spirals (see Sects. 6.3 and 6.4 for more
details). Sub-classes 7–11 contain blue star-forming galaxies.
The blue cloud of disk-shaped galaxies means they are actively
forming new stars and are populated by young stellar populations (as indicated by the weak 4000 Å break), putting them
at a different stage of their evolution. For example, galaxies
within C8 are characterised by enhanced star formation activity as indicated by their location on the main sequence plane
(see Fig. 7 in Siudek et al. 2018a). Class 11 may consist of lowmetallicity galaxies, or AGNs according to their localisation on
the AGN diagnostic diagram (see Fig. 10 in Siudek et al. 2018a).
The differences between blue sub-classes are further discussed in
Sect. 7.3.
Even if such a detailed subdivision is possible only in the
multi-dimensional parameter space, it is also well reflected by
the NUV–r – r–K diagram (hereafter: NUVrK, Arnouts et al.
2013). Figure 1 shows that the three main classes (red, green,
and blue) recreate the more standard colour-colour divisions, and
they allow for further discrimination of different sub-classes.
For instance, the FEM algorithm distinguishes three subclasses of VIPERS green galaxies (C4–6) located in between
the red and blue populations. Such a multi-wavelength coverage is necessary to unambiguously identify green valley galaxies (S1; Moutard et al. 2020), as different colours yield different
bimodalities (e.g. the blue peak of the g−r distribution occupies
the green valley of the NUVrK diagram; Salim 2014; Krywult et
al., in prep.). Only by considering several colours can substructures contributing to the established bimodalities be uncovered.
Although many applications of unsupervised techniques to
various astrophysical analyses have been reported in recent years
(see Baron 2019; Ball & Brunner 2010, for reviews), these techniques still pose a number of questions. In particular, applying clustering methods raises the question of whether the cuts
in the seemingly continuous distribution of classification feature space reveal genuine clusters, which may be interpreted
as distinct galaxy sub-populations. In S1 we addressed these
doubts by investigating the non-continuous distribution of features that were not used in the classification scheme throughA131, page 4 of 15

Many studies use colours as the proxy for morphological classifications, assuming that blue colours indicate late-type (disk)
galaxies, while red colours are early-type (elliptical) galaxies
(Strateva et al. 2001; Park & Choi 2005). As the colour transformation might occur on a shorter timescale than the morphological transformation (e.g. Bamford et al. 2009), the colour-driven
classification might be not equal to the morphological one. In
S1 we compared FEM classification with a morphological one
(Krywult et al. 2017), showing that red galaxies are elliptical
galaxies, while blue galaxies correspond to disk galaxies.
To further strengthen the compatibility of our colour-selected
galaxy sub-classes with morphology, in this Section we compare
our classification with morphological classification from the Dark
Energy Survey (DES), which used a supervised deep-learning
algorithm (convolutional neural network; Vega-Ferrero et al.
2021). The catalogue was trained on early-type and late-type
galaxies with previously known classifications, presented in
Domínguez Sánchez et al. (2018), reaching only up to 17.7 mag
and their ‘emulated’ versions at higher redshifts, to extend the
magnitude range of the training sample. The test sample (the
‘emulated’ images with known labels) demonstrated excellent
accuracy (∼97%) up to 21.5 r-band magnitude, suggesting that
the network is able to predict correct morphological types based
on the features invisible to the human eye. The comparison
sample of 7384 VIPERS galaxies observed up to 21.5 r-band
magnitude with DES includes 81% galaxies with secure morphological labels, from which 22% are classified as early-type and
78% as late-type. Early-type galaxies are located mainly within
C1–4, not contaminating blue sub-classes (C7–11). At the same
time, late-type galaxies dominate in sub-classes C7–11, showing
only a very small fraction within sub-classes C1–3. As shown in
Vega-Ferrero et al. (2021), 89% of red galaxies (C1–3) are classified as early-type, and 97% of green and blue galaxies (C4–11)
as late-type galaxies, which results in an accuracy classification
score of ∼0.95, defined as the fraction of correctly classified galaxies (see Eq. (5) in Vega-Ferrero et al. 2021). The intermediate subclasses C4–6 are labelled both as early- and late-type galaxies
(with a preference for late-type galaxies). This comparison suggests a strong correlation of colours with morphology for our sample (see Fig. 15 and Sect. 5.3 in Vega-Ferrero et al. 2021, for more
details).
2.6. The final sample

In the following analysis, we use the catalogue of 52 114 representative galaxies presented in S1. After excluding 600 broadline AGNs (mainly assigned to sub-class 12 in S1) and 3966
galaxies with a low probability of belonging to any assigned
class (i.e. on the borders between different sub-classes, see
details in S1), our sample consists of 47 548 galaxies. We
consider only galaxies with reliable δ measurements (i.e. for
which at least 60% of the cylinder volume overlaps with the
VIPERS survey footprint (gaps and boundaries), see details in
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Table 1. Physical properties of the final sample.

Cls

N

δ

log(sSFR)

log(Mstar )

Re

n

D4000

FUV−NUV

C1
C2
C3

3061
1637
2478

1.76+2.35
−1.18
1.77+2.32
−1.11
1.72+2.21
−1.17

−16.883.55
−2.16
−11.850.29
−0.14
−11.280.37
−0.16

10.770.21
−0.24
10.810.21
−0.21
10.810.23
−0.23

2.38+1.33
−0.77
2.91+1.36
−1.08
3.00+1.29
−1.03

3.37+1.19
−0.97
3.29+1.31
−1.05
3.02+1.49
−0.97

1.76+0.10
−0.10
1.74+0.10
−0.11
1.67+0.12
−0.13

3.160.40
−0.45
1.600.24
−0.22
0.830.45
−0.27

C1–3

7176

1.75+2.29
−1.16

−11.990.66
−4.45

10.790.22
−0.22

2.68+1.39
−0.92

3.25+1.32
−1.00

1.73+0.10
−0.12

1.741.31
−0.70

C4
C5
C6

2801
2270
688

1.43+2.00
−1.02
1.46+2.09
−1.09
1.221.79
−0.93

−9.730.44
−0.63
−9.570.33
−0.17
−9.210.38
−0.35

10.650.22
−0.22
10.490.22
−0.26
10.500.21
−0.20

3.37+1.16
−0.96
2.90+1.12
−0.86
3.77+1.26
−1.01

1.76+1.08
−0.67
2.03+1.17
−0.74
1.35+0.85
−0.51

1.41+0.14
−0.11
1.49+0.16
−0.15
1.36+0.11
−0.10

1.020.42
−0.58
2.280.11
−0.28
0.710.27
−0.45

C4–6

5759

1.422.00
−1.04

−9.570.36
−0.27

10.570.23
−0.24

3.25+1.27
−0.98

1.77+0.98
−0.66

1.43+0.16
−0.12

1.440.80
−0.76

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11

3281
1203
3468
9207
1537

1.221.67
−0.96
1.011.39
−0.85
0.991.55
−0.83
0.841.36
−0.77
0.691.31
−0.71

−9.230.44
−0.49
−8.770.27
−0.29
−8.940.37
−0.38
−8.870.30
−0.19
−8.760.37
−0.21

10.330.29
−0.28
10.080.20
−0.21
9.880.25
−0.23
9.560.20
−0.19
9.220.17
−0.15

3.48+1.19
−0.93
3.32+0.93
−0.84
3.11+1.09
−0.85
2.96+0.90
−0.81
2.51+0.96
−0.81

1.11+0.72
−0.38
0.89+0.66
−0.31
0.90+0.62
−0.28
0.92+0.60
−0.30
1.10+0.80
−0.45

1.28+0.08
−0.07
1.22+0.06
−0.05
1.21+0.06
−0.05
1.16+0.06
−0.05
1.08+0.07
−0.06

0.79+0.55
−0.50
0.21+0.16
−0.15
0.78+0.28
−0.49
0.21+0.26
−0.14
0.07+0.19
−0.12

C7–11

18696

0.931.44
−0.81

−8.930.36
−0.29

9.720.34
−0.28

3.06+0.99
−0.84

0.94+0.56
−0.30

1.18+0.07
−0.06

0.30+0.47
−0.21

Notes. The number of galaxies (N), median values of δ, specific star formation rate, log(sSFR) [yr−1 ], stellar mass, log(Mstar /M ), effective radius,
Re [kpc], Sérsic index, n, D4000 and rest-frame FUV−NUV colour for each sub-class, Cls, are provided. Errors correspond to the differences
between median and the first and the third quartile, respectively.

Cucciati et al. 2017; Davidzon et al. 2016). This criterion limits our final sample to 31 631 galaxies within the redshift range
0.5 < z < 0.9. The main physical properties of these galaxies are
given in Table 1. For each galaxy, a statistical weight w accounting for survey incompleteness is provided. The selection weight,
w = 1/(TSR × SSR × CSR), takes into account three selection
functions: the target sampling rate (TSR), the spectroscopic success rate (SSR), and the colour sampling rate (CSR). Further
details about these criteria are provided in Garilli et al. (2014)
and Scodeggio et al. (2018). The selection weight reflects the
representatives of a given galaxy with respect to the underlying
parent photometric catalogue. To account for the mass incompleteness introduced by Malmquist bias, each VIPERS galaxy is
weighted also by the fraction of the volume in which the galaxy
would be still observable (using minimal and maximal redshifts
at which it could be observed), following the 1/Vmax method
(Schmidt 1968).
For the parts of the analysis that include the size of the
galaxy, a further cut on the Re measurement is introduced, leading to a sample of 25 555 galaxies with reliable Re estimates (see
Krywult et al. 2017 for details). We claim here that the advantage
of our study is the uniquely large galaxy sample over an unprecedented volume, observing 31 631 (25 555 with reliable size measurements) galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts 0.5 < z < 0.9.

3. The main 3-class separation
In the following sections, we investigate how the fraction of
galaxies in different classes vary as a function of the environment. For this reason, we identify four δ bins according to quartiles of the log(1 + δ) distribution of the final VIPERS sample.
The bottom panel in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of log(1 + δ).
Since VIPERS is a magnitude-limited survey, we applied corrections (selection and 1/Vmax weights) for survey incompleteness
described in Sect. 2.6. We trace the galaxy population-δ relation
for red (C1–3), green (C4–6), and blue (C7–11) galaxy classes
in two redshift bins.

The upper panel in Fig. 2 shows how the fractions of red,
green, and blue galaxies depend on the δ. To verify if we see
an evolution of the galaxy population-environment relation, we
divided the sample into two redshift bins. To ensure good statistics, we divided the sample at z = 0.7, resulting in two redshift
bins; 0.5−0.7 and 0.7−0.9, containing 18 259 and 13 372 galaxies, respectively. As Fig. 2 shows, the trends of red, green, and
blue galaxies are similar in both our redshift bins, as supported
by the agreement of median values in each δ bin for each class in
both redshift bins. The choice of the tracer sample (see Sect. 2.3)
ensures that densities are not affected by discreteness effects that
change with redshift, allowing us to compare the trends in two
redshifts bins. However, the direct comparison between fractions
of different galaxy classes might still be biased to some extent
as the blue galaxy sample is predominantly composed of lower
mass galaxies than the red galaxy sample. Similarly, the higher
and lower redshift samples have different mass distribution, due
to the VIPERS sample selection, which is addressed by adopting the selection and 1/Vmax weights in our sample. We partially
address the possible mass incompleteness problem in the following sections by creating a mass-matched sample, which ensures
the same Mstar distribution for the galaxy sub-classes.
Nevertheless, based on Fig. 2 we can safely conclude that in
the whole VIPERS redshift range, blue galaxies are more abundant in low-δ environments, while red galaxies prefer denser
regions. The blue galaxy fraction steadily decreases from ∼70%
in the lowest δ bin to ∼50% in the high-δ bin. This drop is compensated for by a corresponding rise in the fraction of green
and red galaxies. The overall fraction of red galaxies is low but
clearly compensates for this trend, increasing their fraction twofold from ∼15% to ∼30% from the low- to high-δ. At the same
time, the increase of the fraction of green galaxies with δ is much
flatter, going from ∼15% to ∼20%. Our results suggest that up
to z ∼ 0.9, red galaxies are preferentially found in denser environments, possibly as a consequence of the fact that in denser
environments galaxies form earlier and/or stop their star formation earlier.
A131, page 5 of 15
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: fractions of each VIPERS galaxy population (red, green, and blue) as a function of δ, weighted using selection and 1/Vmax
weights. Solid lines correspond to the relation found for redshift range 0.5 < z < 0.7, whereas dashed lines indicate the dependence of higherredshift (0.7 < z < 0.9) galaxies on environment. Bottom panel: distribution of δ for the final sample of 31 631 galaxies. Solid and dashed lines
correspond to low- and high-redshift bins, respectively.

Using the COSMOS-ACS data in the redshift range 0.0 <
z < 1.2, Capak et al. (2007) found that the fraction of earlytype galaxies increases gradually with δ (especially at z >
0.4, see Fig. 10 in Capak et al. 2007). Based on the COSMOS
10k survey, Tasca et al. (2009) explored the evolution of the
morphology-δ relation on the sample of 10 644 galaxies up to
redshift z ∼ 1. They found a gradual increasing trend in δ for
early-type E/S0 galaxies at redshift z < 0.5 and log(Mstar /M ) <
10.8, with the flatter slope for more massive galaxies at higher
redshift (see Fig. 7 in Tasca et al. 2009). Paulino-Afonso et al.
(2019) confirm the existence of a colour-morphology-δ relation
at z ∼ 0.84, based on the sample of ∼500 galaxies from the
VIMOS Spectroscopic Survey of a Superstructure in COSMOS.
Their results suggest that environment affects colour as well as
structure and morphology. As the colour-morphology-δ relation
seems to be correlated (see Sect. 1) and our colour classification
follows the morphological types (see Sect. 2.5), we claim that
our results are in agreement with Capak et al. (2007), Tasca et al.
(2009) and Paulino-Afonso et al. (2019). Our results suggest that
the environmental dependence of galaxy morphology is tightly
correlated with colour, indicating the transformation both in star
formation activity and morphology in different environments
as it was speculated by, for example, Poggianti et al. (2008),
Skibba et al. (2009), Bait et al. (2017), or Paulino-Afonso et al.
(2019).
We show that the general trends with the environment are
recovered in the population of red and blue galaxies beyond the
local Universe. The fraction of green galaxies shows a modest increase (∼30%) with δ, much weaker than for red galaxies
(∼100%), with a fraction of around 15−20%. The low fraction
and flat trend is in agreement with the analysis of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) green galaxies presented in Das et al.
(2021). Those authors found that the fraction of green galaxies
A131, page 6 of 15

around 10−20% and it does not depend on the environment. Similarly to our sample (see Sect. 2.5), the local green galaxy sample
consists mainly (∼95%) of spiral (late-type) galaxies.
The modest dependence of the fraction of green galaxies on
the δ means that they are found in both low- and high-δ environments, suggesting that either external or internal processes may
play an important role in regulating star formation in this population. In Sect. 6 we show that their fractions are dependent on
their Mstar .
The comparison of trends in two redshift bins allows us to
conclude that the galaxy population-δ relation does not change
from redshift 0.5 up to 0.9. As mentioned before, this comparison might still be affected by sample selection bias, which is
partially addressed in the following sections by creating a massmatched sample. The lack of evolution between these two redshift bins indicates that the relation of the galaxy populations
(defined by colour) on δ was already largely in place by z ∼ 0.9.
This is in agreement with previous studies showing the existence
of such a relation (for galaxies selected by colour or morphology) up to z ∼ 0.9 (e.g. Cooper et al. 2007; Capak et al. 2007;
Tasca et al. 2009; Paulino-Afonso et al. 2019). However, a quantitative comparison with other works is not straightforward due
to different classifications, as well as different environment definitions used in the other surveys.

4. The environmental properties of 11 sub-classes
While it is largely accepted that different galaxy populations
(defined by their colours or morphologies) preferentially reside
in different environments (e.g. Dressler 1980; Balogh et al.
2004; Baldry et al. 2006; Haines et al. 2007; Tasca et al. 2009;
Cucciati et al. 2017), it has not yet been shown whether this
segregation is related to the galaxy sub-population. Different
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Fig. 3. Median δ for red (C1–3), green (C4–6), and blue (C7–11) galaxies are shown in red, green, and blue, respectively. The error bars correspond to the median absolute deviation. The number of galaxies classified as red, green, and blue are given at the bottom.

approaches to the galaxy classification have been proposed, from
a visual inspection of small samples, to the automatic clustering
algorithms dealing with large galaxy surveys (for review see e.g.
Fraix-Burnet et al. 2015), but mostly focused on 2(3)-class categorisation. Taking advantage of the multi-dimensional classification of VIPERS galaxies (presented in S1), in the following
sections we show that galaxy sub-populations (sub-classes) show
different environmental properties to each other.
In Fig. 3 we show the median δ as a function of the sub-class.
As is clearly visible, the sub-classes are strongly correlated with
the δ. The general trend indicates that the median δ is decreasing
towards the bluest galaxies (i.e. with an increasing number of
the sub-class). Sub-classes containing the red galaxies reside in
the densest environments, while blue galaxies are found in lowδ regions, with green galaxies located in between. Moreover, we
can see that the changes in log(1+δ) occur also between different
sub-classes of green and blue galaxy populations. The median
values of δ together with the main physical properties for 11 subclasses are given in Table 1 and the distributions of log(1 + δ) are
shown in Appendix A.
In the following sections, we inspect the fraction of galaxies
for each sub-class of red, green, and blue population as a function of the environment. If not specified differently, the δ bins
correspond to the δ distribution of the whole VIPERS sample
and the fraction is given as the number of galaxies in each δ
bin over all the galaxies within each sub-class (i.e. for each subclass, the fractions in δ bins sum up to 100%). This allows us to
compare directly the slopes between different sub-classes.

5. Red galaxies
We use our VIPERS sample of 7176 red passive galaxies at redshifts between 0.5 and 0.9 to inspect their environmental dependence. First, we compare Mstar distribution within C1–3, as the
observed environmental trends may be driven by the difference
in their masses. As it is clear from Fig. 4, the Mstar distribution
is similar for C1, C2, and C3, as supported also by their median
(see Table 1) and mean (reported in the legend) values (<0.5σ).
However, there is a hint of C1 inhabiting slightly less massive
galaxies (by 0.04−0.06 dex based on their mean and median
values).
To quantify the comparison of the Mstar distribution
for the three red sub-classes, we calculated the two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) null probability for each pair of
C1–3 Mstar distributions, where small values indicate that the
two distributions in question are probably not from the same
underlying distribution. The outcome of the KS test for C1

0.2
0.0
9.5

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

log(Mstar/M )

Fig. 4. Mstar distributions of red sub-classes C1–3 normalised to the
maximum value of the histograms. The mean and standard deviation are
shown in the upper left. The KS probability is displayed in the upper
right. The red filled histogram indicates the Mstar distribution for the
mass-matched sample, which is the same for C1–3.

(pKS = 0.0007, 0.0003 for sample pairs: (C1, C2) and (C1, C3),
respectively) indicates with high probability that C1 and C2 or
C3 were not drawn from the same parent population. However,
we cannot reject the hypothesis that the mass distributions of C2
and C3 are the same (pKS = 0.29 for sample pair (C2, C3)).
Therefore, we create a mass-matched sample by drawing from
C1 and C3 a sample that reproduces the same histogram in the
Mstar as C2 (the sample with the lowest number of galaxies in
each mass bin), resulting in the total (overall) mass distribution being the same. The mass-matched sample was constructed
by separating galaxies into narrow Mstar bins with a width of
0.05 dex and randomly extracting the same number of galaxies
as in the smallest bin.
5.1. The fraction–δ relation

The relation between the fraction of the galaxy sub-class and
the environment for C1–3 is shown in Fig. 5. Galaxies within
C1–3 follow the general trend found for red galaxies (see Fig. 2),
with all three red sub-classes showing a preference to be in a
higher δ environment. This preference is similar in strength for
all three sub-classes, showing a similar increase by a factor of
two between their number in the first and last δ bins (the fraction
rises from ∼15% to ∼35%). The dependence of their fraction on
the environment does not seem to be caused by the difference
in the Mstar distribution within C1–3 because the mass-matched
sample shows a similar trend (see the bottom panel in Fig. 5).
The slopes of the fraction-δ relation are similar for C1–3 (within
1σ), whether we consider the mass-matched sample or not. The
trends we find for the red fraction-δ relation (with an average
slope of 21.2 ± 1.9) are similar to those (S = 19.4 ± 9.8) found
by Cooper et al. (2007) based on the analysis of 76 red galaxies
at 0.4 < z < 0.75 from the DEEP2 galaxy survey.
5.2. The size–δ relation

Before analysing the size–δ relation, we note that C1, C2, and
C3 form a sequence of increasing galaxy size, with C1 containing the smallest galaxies (see Table 1). They are ∼20% smaller
than galaxies within C2 and C3. Even though size was not used
as a classification feature, the FEM algorithm used in S1 was
A131, page 7 of 15
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Fig. 5. Upper panel: fractions of 3061, 1637, and 2478 red galaxies
within C1, C2, and C3, respectively, as a function of the δ. The δ-bins
correspond to the quartiles of the δ distribution for the whole sample,
and the fractions are normalised to the total number of galaxies in the
same sub-class, i.e. for each sub-class the fractions in δ bins sum up
to 100%. The solid line corresponds to the weighted fit. The shaded
stripes around lines display 1σ of the fit. The error bars correspond to
the median absolute deviation on this and all the remaining plots. The
slope of the fit is given in the legend. Bottom panel: as for the top panel,
but for the mass-matched sample. The Mstar distribution for each red
sub-class is the same.

able to distinguish the cluster (galaxy sub-class), which shows
differences also in this property. This suggests that the information about size is incorporated in the galaxy SED and confirms
the usefulness of the unsupervised multi-wavelength approach to
galaxy classifications.
The dependence of the Re on the δ for C1–3 is shown in
Fig. 6. All three sub-classes follow the trend of an increasing
Re with denser environments. However, the trend is stronger for
galaxies in C2 than for those in C1 and C3, with C1 showing the
weakest dependence of the galaxy sizes on the environment. Our
findings are independent of whether we use the mass-matched
sample or not. This means that even when excluding the less
massive galaxies that are overabundant in low-δ environments
and usually smaller (Gargiulo et al. 2019) from C1, it does not
affect the size–δ relation.
The upwards trend in size–δ correlation is in agreement
with other works (e.g. Cooper et al. 2012) and supports the scenario in which the evolution of early-type galaxies at z < 2 is
triggered in high-δ environments through dry minor mergers.
Capak et al. (2007), using data from DEEP2 and DEEP3 surveys, found a similar relation between galaxy size and environment at z ∼ 0.75, showing that massive early-type galaxies in
denser environments are 25% larger than their equal-mass counterparts in lower δ environments. This is consistent with our
results as, on average, red galaxies in the high-δ environment
are larger by 28% than the ones in low-δ environments for the
mass-matched sample.
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Fig. 6. Upper panel: Re −δ relation for C1, C2, and C3. The solid line
corresponds to the weighted fit. The shaded stripes around lines display
1σ of the fit. The slope of the fit is given in the legend. Bottom panel:
as for the top panel, but for the mass-matched sample. The Mstar distribution for each red sub-class is the same.

5.3. Differences between red sub-classes 1–3

C1 consists of the reddest, the most quiescent, the lowest mass,
and the smallest galaxies from all three of the red sub-classes
(see Table 1 and S1 for a more detailed description). Their Re
have a less pronounced dependence on the environment with
respect to galaxies within C2 and C3. We claim that dry mergers are not the main driver of the Mstar accretion of galaxies
within C1, in agreement with the analysis of VIPERS massive
passive galaxies by Gargiulo et al. (2019), who found no correlation between the surface mean stellar mass density and environment for ∼900 massive (log(Mstar /M ) > 11) passive VIPERS
galaxies.
Furthermore, C1 may contain a part of the population of
red ultra-compact massive galaxies, known as red nuggets. In
Lisiecki et al. (2022), we find 77 red nuggets, of which 49 are
found in the C1 sub-class and the rest are distributed among
C2–C5. The catalogue of VIPERS ultra-compact massive red
galaxies is publicly available (Lisiecki et al. 2022) and their environmental dependence is presented in Siudek et al. (in prep.).
In S1 we showed that C2 contains red galaxies with similar optical colours, D4000 strength, and Sérsic indices as galaxies within C1. The main difference in the properties of galaxies
within C2, in respect to the ones in C1, is in the level of recent
star formation activity, mirrored in a higher specific star formation rate (sSFR) and bluer FUV−NUV colours (see Table 1).
Here, we show that galaxies within C2 show the strongest correlation of their Re with the environment (see Fig. 6). Their
sizes grow with δ by 36 ± 9% for the mass-matched sample,
clearly supporting the hierarchical scenario. It can be explained
that galaxies in dense regions evolve faster than galaxies in the
field because more mergers occur per unit time in higher densities (e.g. De Lucia et al. 2004; Andreon 2018). This implies that
mergers that are efficient in increasing sizes were relevant in the
evolution of galaxies within C2.
For galaxies within C3, the D4000 strength, optical colours,
and Sérsic indices are on a similar level as for galaxies of the two
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Fig. 7. Mstar distributions of green sub-classes C4–6 normalised to the
maximum value of the histograms. The mean and standard deviation are
shown in the upper left. The KS probability is displayed in the upper
right. The green filled histogram indicates the Mstar distribution for the
mass-matched sample and corresponds to the area below the distributions for all three sub-classes. The vertical line corresponds to the transition mass at z ∼ 0.7. The number of galaxies in low- and high-mass
samples, respectively for each sub-class, are given in the centre-right.
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Fig. 8. Upper panel: fractions of 2801, 2270, and 688 green galaxies
within C4, C5, and C6, respectively, as a function of the δ. The δ-bins
correspond to the quartiles of the δ distribution for the whole sample,
and the fractions are normalised to the total number of galaxies in the
same sub-class, i.e. for each sub-class the fractions in δ bins sum up
to 100%. The solid line corresponds to the weighted fit. The shaded
stripes around lines display 1σ of the fit. The slope of the fit is given in
the legend. Bottom panel: as for the top panel, but for the mass-matched
sample. The Mstar distribution for each green sub-class is the same.

remaining red sub-classes. However, galaxies within C3 show
the highest sSFR and the bluest FUV−NUV colours among red
sub-classes (see Table 1), which may indicate that the star formation activity contributes more to C3 than to the C1 and C2
(see S1 for details). C3 tends to contain the largest red galaxies, especially in low-δ environments in respect to C1 and C2
(see Fig. 6 and Table 1). The correlation of properties of galaxies within C3 with the environment is in between those found for
C1 and 2. This may imply that dry mergers occur among those
galaxies, but it is not the only or the main ingredient of their star
formation history (SFH).

for the mass-matched sample). The fraction-δ relation seems to
be independent of differences in the Mstar distributions within
C4–6, as the mass-matched sample shows the same trend (see
the bottom panel in Fig. 8).

6. Green galaxies

6.2. The size–δ relation

In this section, using a sample of 5759 green galaxies at redshift
0.5 < z < 0.9, we investigate their environmental properties and
dependence on the Mstar . Similarly to red galaxies (see Sect. 5),
we first verified the difference in Mstar distributions within C4–6,
which seem to be similar for each green sub-class as shown in
Fig. 7 and supported also by their median (see Table 1) and mean
values (see the legend). Their Mstar distributions are in agreement
within 0.5σ, but their mean and median values form a sequence
of decreasing values, which underline different distributions confirmed by the KS test (with p ∼ 0), indicating with high probability that their Mstar is not drawn from the same parent sample.
To account for the differences in mass distributions, we create
a mass-matched sample following the methodology introduced
for red galaxies (see Sect. 5).

Galaxies within C6 are the largest, while the galaxies within C5
are the smallest, placing C4 galaxies in between (see Table 1).
The median size of the galaxies within C5 is similar to the
median size of those within red C2–3, while the galaxies in C6
are larger by ∼36% than those in the red population, and even
larger than those in the blue population (by ∼23%). Although the
sizes of green galaxies within the three sub-classes are different,
the dependence of their sizes on the environment is similar. The
size–δ relation is shown in Fig. 9. All three green sub-classes
follow the trend of the mildly increasing Re with δ (0.7 ± 0.1%),
which is similar to the trend found for red galaxies (0.8 ± 0.1%).
The size dependence for all three sub-classes is in agreement
within 1σ. However, their size is dependent on their Mstar , as
the more massive galaxies are larger (Re is smaller for the massmatched sample, which removes the excess of high-mass galaxies). For the mass-matched sample of all three sub-classes, the
size weakly (∼7−15%) rises from low- to high-densities with a
similar strength (∼0.5σ).

6.1. The fraction-δ relation

As is clear from Fig. 2, the fraction of green galaxies is low,
showing a small increase towards denser environments. In Fig. 8
we plot the fraction–δ relation for the green sub-classes C4–6.
We can see that the trend observed in Fig. 2 is driven by C4
and C5. The trend of the relation for C6 is flat (0.8 ± 1.8% for
the mass-matched sample), whereas for C4 and C5 it is significantly sharper (10.7 ± 3.1%). However, it is still weaker by a
factor of two than the one found for red sub-classes (21.9 ± 1.9%

6.3. Differences between green sub-classes

Galaxies within C6 differ from the ones in C4–5, as they are the
largest galaxies within our sample (Re ∼ 3.77 kpc, see Table 1),
including the blue sub-classes. At the same time, they are relatively massive with reduced star formation (see Table 1). Its
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Fig. 9. Upper panel: Re −δ relation for the three green galaxy sub-classes
C4–6. The solid line corresponds to the weighted fit. The shaded stripes
around lines display the 1σ uncertainty of the fit. Bottom panel: as for
the top panel, but for the mass-matched sample. The Mstar distribution
for each green sub-class is the same.

location on the NUVrK diagram (see Fig. 1) in particular is
consistent with previous descriptions of the edge-on galaxies
(Arnouts et al. 2013; Moutard et al. 2016b). Their red r − K
colours may be a consequence of dust within the disks or their
high inclination. The presence of the prominent disk may also
explain their low Sérsic indices (with a median of n = 1.35)
in comparison with those of the red population (n > 3, see
Table 1). This suggests that C6 contains spiral galaxies, possibly including dust reddened candidates. Those galaxies occupy
less dense environments (with respect to red galaxies and the
remaining green subclasses, see Table 1), and their fraction does
not depend on the environment. This suggests that their evolution is dominated rather by internal processes, such as mass
quenching, in which stellar and/or AGN feedback removes gas
from the galaxies, while bulges stabilise their disks against collapse, which inhibits star formation. The dominance of galaxies
within C4–5 in denser environments suggests that those galaxies are on a different evolutionary pathway, preferentially dominated by external processes that move these galaxies onto the
red sequence over time.
6.4. The transition mass

The green sub-classes mostly contain galaxies with Mstar close to
the so-called transition mass (log(Mcross /M ) = 10.6 at z ∼ 0.7;
Davidzon et al. 2013, see Fig. 7), where the mass functions of
the star-forming and passive galaxies cross (above the transition mass the red population dominates, while below that mass,
the blue cloud is the most numerous population). This sharp
transition in Mstar reflects the differences in the evolution of
low- and high-mass galaxies (Haines et al. 2007). Low-mass
galaxies with shallower potential wells are characterised by more
extended star formation histories and longer gas-consumption
timescales (van Zee 2001), while massive galaxies with deeper
potential wells consume their gas in a short burst (<2 Gyr;
Chiosi & Carraro 2002). In particular, this transition in galaxy
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properties with mass may be explained by the transition from
cold to hot gas accretion modes when galaxy haloes reach a mass
of ∼1012 (Dekel & Birnboim 2006).
The fractions of green galaxies divided according to the
transition mass are shown in Fig. 10. As there are no noticeable differences in the fraction-δ relations whether we consider
mass-matched samples or not, we show plots only for the massmatched samples. In each panel, the green fraction as a function
of the environment is given in two Mstar bins for the three green
sub-classes combined (C4–6) and C4–6 separately.
Overall, green galaxies show a trend in Mstar (transition
mass) that may be correlated to downsizing. The low-mass green
galaxies are defined here as those with 9.5 . log(Mstar /M ) .
10.6 (see Fig. 7). Our studies, however, do not extend to
the dwarf regime (log(Mstar /M ) . 9.5), whose galaxies
are expected to be differently affected by environment (e.g.
Guo et al. 2017; Moutard et al. 2018) than more massive galaxies. Green galaxies are not star forming anymore (in fact they
are intermediate) and their fraction tends to be flat with δ. The
lack of trend in δ suggests that low-mass green galaxies are not
undergoing environmental quenching.
Figure 10 shows that high-mass green galaxies have a strong
preference towards high-δ regions, irrespective of sub-class. This
suggests that environmental quenching is primarily responsible for producing these high-mass green galaxies. Moutard et al.
(2016a) show that the high-mass green galaxies took longer to
transit (pass through the green valley) than the low-mass green
valley galaxies. This interpretation is supported by Haines et al.
(2013), who find a large number of transition galaxies (with SFRs
reduced by a factor of two to three) in clusters whose quenching
occurs slowly (on 1−2 Gyr timescales). The increasing trend in
the fraction of massive green galaxies with increasing δ is also
consistent with the hypothesis of merger-driven evolution of massive green valley galaxies discussed in Moutard et al. (2020). The
authors find that massive galaxies that are already in the process
of quenching (i.e. green massive galaxies) host heavily obscured
X-ray AGNs. This is consistent with a quenching scenario that
involves major mergers.

7. Blue galaxies
The FEM classification yields five blue star-forming sub-classes,
which catch the blue population at different parts along the
galaxy main star-forming sequence (see Sect. 4.3 in S1). However, S1 found that C11 contained many narrow-line AGNs, so
we do not consider C11 in the remaining analysis, and we discuss the environmental properties of this sub-class in Siudek et
al. (in prep.).
Figure 11 shows the Mstar distributions for C7–10. Following
the approach introduced in Sect. 5, we create the mass-matched
sample to check if the relation of the number or properties
of blue sub-classes depends on the different Mstar distributions
among C7–10. Blue sub-classes are characterised by different
mass distributions, as also confirmed by KS tests, and their
median (see Table 1) and mean values (see the legend in Fig. 11).
The mass-matched sample of 3784 blue galaxies returns the
same Mstar distribution for C7–10 and allows us to directly compare the trends in the fraction-δ relations between the different
sub-classes.
7.1. The fraction-δ relation

The strong trend in the decreasing fraction of blue galaxies with
a denser environment, visible in Fig. 2, is driven mainly by one
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Fig. 10. In each panel, the fraction of the mass-matched sample of green galaxies, divided according to the transition mass as a function of the
environment, is given for the three green sub-classes combined (C4–6) and separately (C4, C5, and C6). The δ-bins correspond to the quartiles
of the δ distribution for the whole sample, and the fractions are normalised to the total number of galaxies in the same sub-class, i.e. for each
sub-class the fractions in δ bins sum up to 100%. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the weighted fit for low- (9.5 . log(Mstar /M ) . 10.6)
and high-mass (10.6 . log(Mstar /M ) . 11.5) relations, respectively. The shaded stripes around lines display 1σ of the fit. The slope of the fit is
given in the legend. The number of galaxies in low- and high-mass samples, respectively for each sub-class, are given in parenthesis.
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Contrary to the behaviour of red and green sub-classes, the
blue sub-class shows stronger dependence of the fraction-δ relation on the Mstar distribution (see Figs. 5, 8, and 12 for the trends
found for red, green, and blue sub-classes, respectively). The
differences in stellar mass distributions of blue sub-classes suggest that the low-mass (log(Mstar /M ) < 10) blue galaxies
are the ones responsible for the strong decreasing trend of the
fraction-δ relation (i.e. the dense-environment is penalising the
survivors of low-mass galaxies).
7.2. The size-δ relation

9

10

11

log(Mstar/M )

Fig. 11. Mstar distributions of blue sub-classes C7–10 normalised to the
maximum value of the histograms. The mean and standard deviation are
shown in the upper left. The KS probability is displayed in the upper
right. The blue filled histogram indicates the Mstar distribution for the
mass-matched sample and corresponds to the area below the distributions for all sub-classes. The mass-matched sample returns the same
Mstar distribution for all four C7–10 sub-classes.

(the most numerous) sub-class; C10 (see Fig. 12). The environmental dependence of the fraction of C7–9 is at least twice as
weak as the one for C10, with C7 showing an almost flat trend.
This may imply that around a half of the blue cloud population
at z ∼ 0.7, gathered in C10 (see Table 1), follow the same, most
likely mass-driven, secular SFH. The remaining classes contain
star-forming galaxies evolving under a combination of massdependent secular SFH and other physical processes, which lead
to the lack of a strong correlation with the environment.

The size as a function of δ for blue sub-classes C7–10 is shown
in Fig. 13. In the upper panel in Fig. 13 we can see that, on average, Re of galaxies gathered in C10 is smaller and the trend of
the increasing size with a denser environment is weaker than for
galaxies within C7–9. Re of galaxies within C7–9 are increasing,
on average, three times more than those of galaxies in C10 when
moving from low- to high-δ environments (i.e. Re increases
∼15% from the lowest to the highest δ percentile for galaxies
within C7–9, and only ∼5% within C10).
To verify if the difference in environmental trends of Re that
we see between C7–9 and C10 are reflecting their different Mstar
distributions, we consider a mass-matched sample (see the bottom panel of Fig. 13). The milder dependence of Re on the environment for the mass-matched sample for C10 than for C7–9
may reflect that C10 gathers star-forming compact galaxies with
the lowest Mstar and even when found in high-δ environments,
they remain small. Haines et al. (2007) showed that the effect
of the environment on galaxy evolution increases when moving
from high-mass to low-mass galaxies. Higher-mass star-forming
A131, page 11 of 15
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Fig. 12. Upper panel: the fractions of 3281, 1203, 3468, and 9207 blue
galaxies within C7, C8, C9, and C10, respectively, as a function of the
δ. The δ-bins correspond to the quartiles of the δ distribution for the
whole sample and the fractions are normalised to the total number of
galaxies in the same sub-class, i.e. for each sub-class, the fractions in
δ bins sum up to 100%. The solid line corresponds to the weighted fit.
The shaded stripes around lines display 1σ of the fit. The slope of the
fit is given in the legend. Bottom panel: as for the top panel, but for the
mass-matched sample. The Mstar distribution for each blue sub-class is
the same.

galaxies are more resistant to external environmental processes than lower mass star-forming galaxies, and also evolve
secularly (along the main star-forming sequence) earlier than
dwarf galaxies.
We can clearly see that the smaller Re found for the galaxies in C10 (see upper panel in Fig. 13) were driven by lower
mass galaxies. As for the mass-matched sample (lower panel),
C10 gathers the largest galaxies (with respect to remaining subclasses) with no signs of preference of the size of galaxies on
the environment. This means that half of the blue population
(i.e. sub-class C10) are compact low-mass galaxies preferentially residing in low-δ environments, but not showing different
properties if found in denser regions.
7.3. Differences between blue sub-classes

Galaxies within C10 seem to be the star-forming galaxies that
may follow the early, fast quenching channel described by
Moutard et al. (2016b; 2018; see their Fig. 3a). Young, low-mass
quiescent galaxies with bluer r − K (<0.76) colours must have
followed this fast quenching channel. This population of young
quiescent galaxies is heavily affected and/or discarded by the
double selection of VIPERS (i < 22.5 and z > 0.5), and thus
the FEM algorithm was not able to distinguish them as a separate sub-class. However, their star-forming progenitors seem to
be gathered in C10.
Galaxies gathered in C10 are relatively low-mass
(log(Mstar /M ) ∼ 9.56) and small (Re ∼ 2.96 kpc). They
have relatively high sSFR and preferentially reside in low-δ
environments (see Table 1). This suggests that the most comA131, page 12 of 15
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Fig. 13. Upper panel: dependence of the Re on the δ for four blue galaxy
sub-classes. The solid line corresponds to the weighted fit. Shaded
stripes around lines display the 1σ uncertainty of the fit. Bottom panel:
as for the top panel, but for the mass-matched sample. The Mstar distribution for each blue sub-class is the same.

pact star-forming galaxies with high sSFRs are preferentially
quenched in dense environments. This is in line with recent
studies that galaxies with very high star formation activity
are strongly depleted in dense environments because of the
rapid environmental quenching (stellar feedback and the stripping of the extended halo), becoming post-starburst galaxies
(Socolovsky et al. 2018, 2019).
C7–9 may contain galaxies with different evolution mechanisms than the most populated C10. The sSFRs are lower than
for galaxies within C10, consistent with the hypothesis that they
fade as time passes. The sSFR was shown to depend on the
environment, and on average, is lower in denser regions, which
may be attributed to a lower fraction of star-forming galaxies
in a denser environment (e.g. Peng et al. 2010; Darvish et al.
2016) and a lower star formation activity (∼0.1−0.3 dex) of starforming galaxies in denser environments than the field (e.g.
Vulcani et al. 2010; Haines et al. 2013; Darvish et al. 2017). At
the same time, galaxies within C7–9 are larger than those from
the blue population in C10 (see Table 1), showing a larger dependence of their sizes on the environment. However, for the massmatched sample the effect is opposite; galaxies within C10 are
larger than those in C7–9. The observed trend might imply that
higher mass, larger galaxies can continue forming stars longer
in hostile environments. Haines et al. (2017) show that larger
galaxies can continue to form stars to higher stellar masses than
smaller galaxies. That would suggest that the process of star formation is favoured or more resilient in more diffuse or less compact galaxies.

8. Summary
We analyse the relations between the physical properties of
galaxy (sub)classes and their δ, based on a sample of 31 631
VIPERS galaxies observed over the redshift range 0.5 < z < 0.9.
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In agreement with previous studies (Capak et al. 2007;
Tasca et al. 2009; Cucciati et al. 2017; Paulino-Afonso et al.
2019), we find that the galaxy population-δ relation is already
at place at z ∼ 0.9. Based on the VIPERS sample, which has a
statistical fidelity comparable to local surveys such as the SDSS
but peaks at z ∼ 0.7, we confirm that in the whole analysed
redshift range (0.5 < z < 0.9) the main trends seen in
the local Universe (e.g. Balogh et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2006;
Haines et al. 2007), are already present (see Fig. 2). The fraction
of red passive galaxies increases with δ, while the fraction of
blue star-forming galaxies decreases with an increasing δ. At the
same time, red galaxies in a high-δ environment are 28% larger
than the ones in low-dense environments for the mass-matched
sample. The galaxy population-δ relations at 0.7 < z < 0.9 and
0.5 < z < 0.7 are remarkably similar, suggesting that the processes correlated with environment played their role to establish
these trends at redshift higher than 1.
The more detailed classification allows us to have deeper
insights into the influence of the environment on the properties
of different populations of galaxies. We make use of the classification based on the unsupervised clustering method performed
by Siudek et al. (2018a), which subdivided the red, green, and
blue galaxy populations in VIPERS into 11 sub-classes to test
the hypothesis that these subclasses may be related to different
evolutionary paths inside the three main galaxy populations. The
most relevant findings are:
– All three red sub-classes (C1–C3) show the same preference
for denser environments, but their sizes differ and correlate
with the local environment in different ways, suggesting that
dry merger activity mostly shaped galaxies within C3, while
galaxies within C1 were quenched mostly as a result of internal processes.
– High-mass (log(Mstar /M ) > 10.6) green galaxies (C4–
6) are driving the positive fraction-density relation found
for the intermediate galaxies, suggesting that environmental
quenching is more important in the evolution of high-mass
green galaxies.
– The majority of blue galaxies (C10) follow the decreasing
trend of the fraction-density relation, following genuine passive evolution through accretion of the surrounding gas.
Our study confirms that the separation of galaxies into red,
green, and blue populations is insufficient to recreate the full
panoply of galaxies and their different environmental trends. The
application of unsupervised machine-learning techniques working in a multi-dimensional feature space allows us to discover
new patterns and automatically identify rare (peculiar) galaxy
populations as red nuggets (Lisiecki et al. 2022) or AGNs in
dwarf galaxies (Siudek et al., in prep.).
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Appendix A: The δ distribution
In Fig. A.1 we show the distribution of log(1 + δ) for each
VIPERS sub-class.
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Fig. A.1. Distribution of overdensities for each VIPERS sub-class.
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